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For all who dare to go off the beaten track, this is the inspirational, power-packed playbook for transforming your life and
your world—from a young, Black social entrepreneur whose dorm-room tech startup has helped millions pay for college
and access unprecedented opportunity. Gray, the son of a single working mother who had him at age fourteen, grew up
in deep poverty in Birmingham, Alabama. An academic star, he had every qualification for attending a top college—except
for the financial means. Desperate, Gray headed off the beaten path, searching online to apply for every scholarship he
could find. His hustle resulted in awards of 1.3 million dollars and became his call to action to help other students win
their own “schollys.” It inspired him to start up Scholly, an app that matches college applicants with millions of dollars in
outside scholarships that often go unclaimed. When he was a senior at Drexel University, he appeared on Shark Tank as
CEO of Scholly. In the most heated fight in the show’s history, the sharks challenged Gray as to whether his app was a
charity or a profitable business. Both, he insisted, proposing a new paradigm for social entrepreneurship and netting
deals from Lori Grenier and Daymond John. At the time Scholly’s subscriber base was 90,000 users. Today the app has
4 million subscribers who have won scholarships totaling more than $100 million. Meanwhile, Gray—without help from the
mostly all-white boy’s club of Silicon Valley—has emerged as a tech startup superhero now tackling the crisis of student
debt with innovative, unrivaled strategies. Gray’s premise is that when you lead with the good—confronting issues such
as poverty and racism—the money will follow. His story is proof that when you develop a mindset for success, you turn
disadvantages into gold. And when you create opportunities for others, you enrich the marketplace for yourself too. Gray
shows us, we can carve out new paths to better days and leave trails for others.
Praise for Mind Gym "Believing in yourself is paramount to success for any athlete. Gary's lessons and David's writing
provide examples of the importance of the mental game." --Ben Crenshaw, two-time Masters champion and former Ryder
Cup captain "Mind Gym hits a home run. If you want to build mental muscle for the major leagues, read this book." --Ken
Griffey Jr., Major League Baseball MVP "I read Mind Gym on my way to the Sydney Olympics and really got a lot out of
it. Gary has important lessons to teach, and you'll find the exercises fun and beneficial." --Jason Kidd, NBA All-Star and
Olympic gold-medal winner In Mind Gym, noted sports psychology consultant Gary Mack explains how your mind
influences your performance on the field or on the court as much as your physical skill does, if not more so. Through forty
accessible lessons and inspirational anecdotes from prominent athletes--many of whom he has worked with--you will
learn the same techniques and exercises Mack uses to help elite athletes build mental "muscle." Mind Gym will give you
the "head edge" over the competition.
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In national bestseller The Mountain, world-renowned climber and bestselling author Ed Viesturs and cowriter David
Roberts paint a vivid portrait of obsession, dedication, and human achievement in a true love letter to the world’s highest
peak. In The Mountain, veteran world-class climber and bestselling author Ed Viesturs—the only American to have
climbed all fourteen of the world’s 8,000-meter peaks—trains his sights on Mount Everest in richly detailed accounts of
expeditions that are by turns personal, harrowing, deadly, and inspiring. The highest mountain on earth, Everest remains
the ultimate goal for serious high-altitude climbers. Viesturs has gone on eleven expeditions to Everest, spending more
than two years of his life on the mountain and reaching the summit seven times. No climber today is better poised to
survey Everest’s various ascents—both personal and historic. Viesturs sheds light on the fate of Mallory and Irvine,
whose 1924 disappearance just 800 feet from the summit remains one of mountaineering’s greatest mysteries, as well
as the multiply tragic last days of Rob Hall and Scott Fischer in 1996, the stuff of which Into Thin Air was made. Informed
by the experience of one who has truly been there, The Mountain affords a rare glimpse into that place on earth where
Heraclitus’s maxim—“Character is destiny”—is proved time and again.
The author, a noted mountaineer and cinematographer, describes a lifetime of conquering the world's mountain peaks
and discusses his 1996 expedition to Mount Everest to create his IMAX film "Everest."
My Time on Everest
Dirt
Adventures in Lyon as a Chef in Training, Father, and Sleuth Looking for the Secret of French Cooking
A Manifesto for Modern Missions
A Day to Die For
Shunpiking
No Shortcuts to Progress
Ranked 100th among 190 countries for ease of doing business, India is not the choicest place for start-ups. Only a handful of
founders have been able to beat the odds. What’s in their journey that can be dissected and emulated? This curiosity led Nistha
Tripathi to pursue these founders, including a couple of them from Silicon Valley, who rose from humble beginnings yet made a dent
in the Indian start-up universe, including a couple of founders from the Silicon Valley. This book is a record of her 18-month
odyssey. In her incisive one-on-one interviews with 15 ambitious founders from India, including Girish Mathrubootham, Nithin
Kamath, Jaydeep Barman, Gaurav Munjal and Tarun Mehta among others, Nistha uncovers the decisions and insights that led these
start-up founders to find their unique roadmap to success. One thing underlined all the stories—the founders’ belief in ‘No Shortcuts’.
Read the never-heard stories of Freshworks, Faasos, Unacademy, Zerodha, Slideshare, Pulse, Aspiring Minds, Madhouse/Morpheus,
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Akosha, Ather Energy, Instablogs, Greyb, LikeaLittle, Wingify and Fashiate.
A full-length account of a story covered in a Pulitzer Prize-nominated article documents the 1992 mountaineering venture during
which co-author Jim Davidson and his best friend, Mike Price, ascended Mount Rainier before a tragic fall that instantly ended
Mike's life and forced Jim to climb to safety with sparse equipment. Reprint.
America's leading high-altitude mountaineer describes his quest to climb fourteen of the highest mountains in the world, in a richly
illustrated volume that includes his accounts of his twelve successful expeditions. Original.
In this instant New York Times bestseller, Angela Duckworth shows anyone striving to succeed that the secret to outstanding
achievement is not talent, but a special blend of passion and persistence she calls “grit.” “Inspiration for non-geniuses everywhere”
(People). The daughter of a scientist who frequently noted her lack of “genius,” Angela Duckworth is now a celebrated researcher
and professor. It was her early eye-opening stints in teaching, business consulting, and neuroscience that led to her hypothesis about
what really drives success: not genius, but a unique combination of passion and long-term perseverance. In Grit, she takes us into the
field to visit cadets struggling through their first days at West Point, teachers working in some of the toughest schools, and young
finalists in the National Spelling Bee. She also mines fascinating insights from history and shows what can be gleaned from modern
experiments in peak performance. Finally, she shares what she’s learned from interviewing dozens of high achievers—from JP
Morgan CEO Jamie Dimon to New Yorker cartoon editor Bob Mankoff to Seattle Seahawks Coach Pete Carroll. “Duckworth’s ideas
about the cultivation of tenacity have clearly changed some lives for the better” (The New York Times Book Review). Among Grit’s
most valuable insights: any effort you make ultimately counts twice toward your goal; grit can be learned, regardless of IQ or
circumstances; when it comes to child-rearing, neither a warm embrace nor high standards will work by themselves; how to trigger
lifelong interest; the magic of the Hard Thing Rule; and so much more. Winningly personal, insightful, and even life-changing, Grit
is a book about what goes through your head when you fall down, and how that—not talent or luck—makes all the difference. This is “a
fascinating tour of the psychological research on success” (The Wall Street Journal).
High Exposure
Left for Dead
Obsession and Commitment and the Quest to Climb Annapurna--The World's Deadliest Peak
The Mountain
Eiger Dreams
Scott Fischer, Mount Everest & a Life Lived on High
Relentless
No one writes about mountaineering and its attendant hardships and victories more brilliantly
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than critically acclaimed author Jon Krakauer. In this collection of his finest work from such
magazines as Outside and Smithsonian, he explores the subject from the unique and memorable
perspective of one who has battled peaks like K2, Denali, Everest, and, of course, the Eiger.
Always with a keen eye, an open heart, and a hunger for the ultimate experience, he gives us
unerring portraits of the mountaineering experience. Yet Eiger Dreams is more about people than
about rock and ice—people with that odd, sometimes maniacal obsession with mountain summits that
sets them apart from other men and women. Here we meet Adrian the Romanian, determined to be the
first of his countrymen to solo Denali; John Gill, climber not of great mountains but of housesized boulders so difficult to surmount that even demanding alpine climbs seem easy; and many
more compelling and colorful characters. In the most intimate piece, “The Devils Thumb,”
Krakauer recounts his own near-fatal, ultimately triumphant struggle with solo-madness as he
scales Alaska's Devils Thumb. Eiger Dreams is stirring, vivid writing about one of the most
compelling and dangerous of all human pursuits.
"An examination of strategies for effective organizing"-“You can almost taste the food in Bill Buford’s Dirt, an engrossing, beautifully written memoir
about his life as a cook in France.” —The Wall Street Journal What does it take to master French
cooking? This is the question that drives Bill Buford to abandon his perfectly happy life in New
York City and pack up and (with a wife and three-year-old twin sons in tow) move to Lyon, the socalled gastronomic capital of France. But what was meant to be six months in a new and very
foreign city turns into a wild five-year digression from normal life, as Buford apprentices at
Lyon’s best boulangerie, studies at a legendary culinary school, and cooks at a storied Michelinstarred restaurant, where he discovers the exacting (and incomprehensibly punishing) rigueur of
the professional kitchen. With his signature humor, sense of adventure, and masterful ability to
bring an exotic and unknown world to life, Buford has written the definitive insider story of a
city and its great culinary culture.
"Be aware that frankness is the prime virtue of a dead man," writes the narrator of The
Posthumous Memoirs of Brás Cubas. But while he may be dead, he is surely one of the liveliest
characters in fiction, a product of one of the most remarkable imaginations in all of
literature, Brazil's greatest novelist of the nineteenth century, Joaquim Maria Machado de
Assis. By turns flippant and profound, The Posthumous Memoirs of Brás Cubas is the story of an
unheroic man with half-hearted political ambitions, a harebrained idea for curing the world of
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melancholy, and a thousand quixotic theories unleashed from beyond the grave. It is a novel that
has influenced generations of Latin American writers but remains refreshingly and unforgettably
unlike anything written before or after it. Newly translated by Gregory Rabassa and superbly
edited by Enylton de Sá Rego and Gilberto Pinheiro Passos, this Library of Latin America edition
brings to English-speaking readers a literary delight of the highest order.
Thinking Better
No Shortcuts
There Are No Shortcuts--Everything Is Reps, Reps, Reps
1996: Everest's Worst Disaster - One Survivor's Personal Journey to Uncover the Truth
No Shortcuts to God
Climbing the World's 14 Highest Peaks
110 Pages Motivational Notebook with Quote by Arnold Schwarzenegger
A veteran mountaineer recalls some of his most dangerous climbs as he pursued the goal of
reaching the summit of the world's fourteen 8,000-meter peaks, discussing some of his own close
calls and rescues, and errors in judgment on the part of fellow climbers.
Deep learning is often viewed as the exclusive domain of math PhDs and big tech companies. But
as this hands-on guide demonstrates, programmers comfortable with Python can achieve impressive
results in deep learning with little math background, small amounts of data, and minimal code.
How? With fastai, the first library to provide a consistent interface to the most frequently
used deep learning applications. Authors Jeremy Howard and Sylvain Gugger, the creators of
fastai, show you how to train a model on a wide range of tasks using fastai and PyTorch. You’ll
also dive progressively further into deep learning theory to gain a complete understanding of
the algorithms behind the scenes. Train models in computer vision, natural language processing,
tabular data, and collaborative filtering Learn the latest deep learning techniques that matter
most in practice Improve accuracy, speed, and reliability by understanding how deep learning
models work Discover how to turn your models into web applications Implement deep learning
algorithms from scratch Consider the ethical implications of your work Gain insight from the
foreword by PyTorch cofounder, Soumith Chintala
One of the world's great mathematicians shows why math is the ultimate timesaver—and how
everyone can make their lives easier with a few simple shortcuts. We are often told that hard
work is the key to success. But success isn’t about hard work – it’s about shortcuts. Shortcuts
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allow us to solve one problem quickly so that we can tackle an even bigger one. They make us
capable of doing great things. And according to Marcus du Sautoy, math is the very art of the
shortcut. Thinking Better is a celebration of how math lets us do more with less. Du Sautoy
explores how diagramming revolutionized therapy, why calculus is the greatest shortcut ever
invented, whether you must really practice for ten thousand hours to become a concert violinist,
and why shortcuts give us an advantage over even the most powerful AI. Throughout, we meet
artists, scientists, and entrepreneurs who use mathematical shortcuts to change the world.
Delightful, illuminating, and above all practical, Thinking Better is for anyone who has
wondered why you should waste time climbing the mountain when you could go around it much
faster.
With a new preface by the author • As featured in the upcoming motion picture Everest, starring
Jason Clarke, Josh Brolin, John Hawkes, Robin Wright, Emily Watson, Keira Knightley, Sam
Worthington, and Jake Gyllenhaal “I can tell you that some force within me rejected death at the
last moment and then guided me, blind and stumbling—quite literally a dead man walking—into camp
and the shaky start of my return to life.” In 1996 Beck Weathers and a climbing team pushed
toward the summit of Mount Everest. Then a storm exploded on the mountain, ripping the team to
shreds, forcing brave men to scratch and crawl for their lives. Rescuers who reached Weathers
saw that he was dying, and left him. Twelve hours later, the inexplicable occurred. Weathers
appeared, blinded, gloveless, and caked with ice—walking down the mountain. In this powerful
memoir, now featuring a new Preface, Weathers describes not only his escape from hypothermia and
the murderous storm that killed eight climbers, but the journey of his life. This is the story
of a man’s route to a dangerous sport and a fateful expedition, as well as the road of recovery
he has traveled since; of survival in the face of certain death, the reclaiming of a family and
a life; and of the most extraordinary adventure of all: finding the courage to say yes when life
offers us a second chance. Praise for Left for Dead “Riveting . . . [a] remarkable survival
story . . . Left for Dead takes a long, critical look at climbing: Weathers is particularly
candid about how the demanding sport altered and strained his relationships.”—USA Today
“Ultimately, this engrossing tale depicts the difficulty of a man’s struggle to reform his
life.”—Publishers Weekly
Grit
A Climbing Life Reexamined
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Deep Learning for Coders with fastai and PyTorch
Tibet's Secret Mountain
Rare Insights from 15 Successful Startup Founders
K2
Into Thin Air
Traces the mountaineer's triumphs and tragedies, from challenging ascents in Alaska to the death of climbing partners, and
discusses his motivation and love for the sport.
The 25th Anniversary ebook, now with more than 50 images. 'Touching the Void' is the tale of two mountaineer’s harrowing ordeal
in the Peruvian Andes. In the summer of 1985, two young, headstrong mountaineers set off to conquer an unclimbed route. They
had triumphantly reached the summit, when a horrific accident mid-descent forced one friend to leave another for dead. Ambition,
morality, fear and camaraderie are explored in this electronic edition of the mountaineering classic, with never before seen colour
photographs taken during the trip itself.
For Chris Bonington and Charles Clarke, long-time friends and expedition partners, few mountains were more alluring than Sepu
Kangri. Known locally as ‘the Great White Snow God’, Tibet’s nearly 7,000-metre mountain had never before been visited by
Westerners. Armed only with a tourist map for reference, the two set off for this elusive peak in 1996. In the reconnaissance and
two expeditions that followed, neither of them were expecting to be profoundly impacted by their experiences. However, they not
only met their match in Sepu Kangri, but both found their expertise pushed to the limit. While Clarke acted as a travelling doctor,
treating myriad ailments encountered along the way, including a life-saving diagnosis of an ectopic pregnancy, Bonington’s love
of technology saw him testing out cutting-edge satellite phones and computers, allowing them to communicate with the outside
world for the first time on an expedition. Tibet’s Secret Mountain is a story of discovery as much as it is an account of the
expeditions, and it is this that sets it apart from other mountaineering memoirs. The focus not only on the climbing itself, but the
experiences, people and tensions that accompany it, offers a poignancy that anyone with a love of adventure will identify with.
Beautifully written and full of unfailing cheer, Tibet’s Secret Mountain is Bonington and Clarke’s love letter to mountaineering.
Lincoln Hall's breathtaking account of surviving a night in Everest's "death zone." Lincoln Hall likes to say that on the evening of
May 25, 2006, he died on Everest. Indeed, Hall attempted to climb the mountain during a deadly season in which eleven people
perished. And he was, in fact, pronounced dead, after collapsing from altitude sickness. Two Sherpas spent hours trying to revive
him, but as darkness fell, word came via radio from the expedition's leader that they should descend in order to save themselves.
The news of Hall's death traveled rapidly from mountaineering websites to news media around the world, and ultimately to his
family back in Australia. Early the next morning, however, an American guide, climbing with two clients and a Sherpa, was startled
to find Hall sitting cross-legged on a sharp crest of the summit ridge. In this page-turning account of survival against all odds, Hall
chronicles in fascinating detail the days and nights that led up to his fateful night in Mount Everest's "death zone." His story is all
the more miraculous given his climbing history. Hall had been part of Australia's first attempt to reach the top of Everest in 1984
but had not done any major climbing for many years, having set aside his passion in order to support his family. While others in
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the team achieved their dream during this 1984 expedition, Hall was forced to turn back due to illness. Thus, his triumph in
reaching the summit at the age of fifty is a story unto itself. So, too, is Hall's description of his family's experience back in
Australia, as sudden grief turned to relief and joy in a matter of hours. Rarely has there been such a thrilling narrative of one man's
encounter with the world's tallest mountain.
From Good to Great to Unstoppable
Life and Death on the World's Most Dangerous Mountain
Seven Summits
African Development Management in Perspective
An Inspirational Story of Friendship and Survival
The High Peaks of the Pacific Northwest
My Journey Home from Everest

*Winner of the 2017 Goodreads Choice Awards: Non-Fiction Book of the Year!* The official
debut book from YouTube phenomenon Lilly Singh. 'The ultimate no-nonsense manual for
millennials how how to make it to the top' Marie Claire From actress, comedian and
YouTube sensation Lilly Singh (aka Superwoman) comes the definitive guide to being a
BAWSE - a person who exudes confidence, reaches goals, gets hurt efficiently, and smiles
genuinely because they've fought through it all and made it out the other side. Told in
her hilarious, bold voice that's inspired over 9 million fans, and using stories from her
own life to illustrate her message, Lilly proves that there are no shortcuts to success.
WARNING: This book does NOT include hopeful thoughts, lucky charms, and cute quotes.
That's because success, happiness and everything else you want in life needs to be fought
for - not wished for. In Lilly's world, there are no escalators. Only stairs.
The Pacific Northwest has its own version of the seven summits: Hood, Adams, St. Helens,
Rainier, Glacier, Shuksan, and Baker, stunning peaks that crown the Cascade range. Art
Wolfe captures their untamed beauty from near and far in breathtaking images that reveal
high snowfields, lush old-growth forests, and the haunting blue light of glaciers. These
striking photographs convey the many moods of these untamed mountains, which for many
people represent the last pure and wild places on the planet. Michael Lanza's text
includes fascinating little-known facts about each of the seven summits.
An award-winning trainer draws on experience with such top athletes as Michael Jordan,
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Kobe Bryant and Ken Griffey, Jr. to explain how to tap dark competitive reflexes in order
to succeed regardless of circumstances, explaining the importance of finding internal
resources and harnessing the power of personal fears and instincts.
Avoid “Get-Rich-Quick” Missions Strategies and Invest in Effective, Long-Term Ministry
Trendy new missions strategies are a dime a dozen, promising missionaries monumental
results in record time. These strategies report explosive movements of people turning to
Christ, but their claims are often dubious and they do little to ensure the health of
believers or churches that remain. How can churches and missionaries address the urgent
need to reach unreached people without falling for quick fixes? In No Shortcut to
Success, author and missionary Matt Rhodes implores Christians to stop chasing silverbullet strategies and short-term missions, and instead embrace theologically robust and
historically demonstrated methods of evangelism and discipleship—the same ones used by
historic figures such as William Carey and Adoniram Judson. These great missionaries
didn’t rush evangelism; they spent time studying Scripture, mastering foreign languages,
and building long-term relationships. Rhodes explains that modern missionaries’ emphasis
on minimal training and quick conversions can result in slipshod evangelism that harms
the communities they intend to help. He also warns against underestimating the value of
individual skill and effort—under the guise of “getting out of the Lord’s way”—and
empowers Christians with practical, biblical steps to proactively engage unreached
groups.
Mountain Madness
A Climber's Search for the Path
The Will to Climb
On the Ridge Between Life and Death
The Push
Go Where There Is No Path
The Posthumous Memoirs of Brás Cubas
“No Way Down is both a gripping read and a clear-eyed investigation of the hubris, politics, and
bad luck that brought on one of the worst disasters in modern mountaineering history.” — Michael
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Kodas, author of High Crimes: The Fate of Everest in an Age of Greed “Graham Bowley’s No Way
Down does a great job of putting you on the mountain. It is a refreshingly unadorned account of
the true brutality of climbing K2, where heroes emerge and egos are stripped down, and the only
thing achieving immortality is the cold ruthless mountain.” — Norman Ollestad, author of Crazy
for the Storm In the tradition of Into Thin Air and Touching the Void, No Way Down by New York
Times reporter Graham Bowley is the harrowing account of the worst mountain climbing disaster on
K2, second to Everest in height... but second to no peak in terms of danger. From tragic deaths
to unbelievable stories of heroism and survival, No Way Down is an amazing feat of storytelling
and adventure writing, and, in the words of explorer and author Sir Ranulph Fiennes, “the
closest you can come to being on the summit of K2 on that fateful day.”
On the night of 10-11 May 1996, eight climbers perished in what remains the worst disaster in
Everest's history. Following the tragedy, numerous accounts were published, with Jon Krakauer's
Into Thin Air becoming an international bestseller. But has the whole story been told? A Day to
Die For reveals the full, startling facts that led to the tragedy. Graham Ratcliffe, the first
British climber to reach the summit of Mount Everest twice, was a first-hand witness, having
spent the night on Everest's South Col at 26,000 ft, sheltering from the deadly storm. For
years, he has shouldered a burden of guilt, feeling that he and his teammates could have saved
lives that fateful night. His quest for answers has led to discoveries so important to an
understanding of the disaster that he now questions why these facts were not made public sooner.
History is dotted with high-profile disasters that both horrify and capture the attention of the
public, but very rarely is our view of them revised to such devastating effect.
An inspiring biography chronicles the life and adventures of renowned mountaineer Scott Fischer,
from his climbing excursions on mountains around the world to the ill-fated 1996 expedition to
Mount Everest in which he and seven others perished. Reprint.
A thrilling chronicle of the tragedy-ridden history of climbing the world's most difficult and
unpredictable mountain, by the bestselling authors of The Mountain and No Shortcuts to the Top
“Gripping . . . reveals a good deal about the rarefied noble-gonzo world of high-altitude
mountaineering.”—The New York Times Ed Viesturs, one of the world's premier high-altitude
mountaineers, explores the remarkable history of K2 and of those who have attempted to conquer
it. At the same time, he probes the mountain's most memorable sagas in order to illustrate
lessons about the fundamental questions mountaineering raises—questions of risk, ambition,
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loyalty to one's teammates, self-sacrifice, and the price of glory. Viesturs knows the mountain
firsthand. He and renowned alpinist Scott Fischer climbed it in 1992 and got caught in an
avalanche that sent them sliding to almost certain death before Ed managed to get into a selfarrest position with his ice ax and stop both his fall and Scott's. Focusing on seven of the
mountain's most dramatic campaigns, from his own troubled ascent to the 2008 tragedy, Viesturs
crafts an edge-of-your-seat narrative that climbers and armchair travelers alike will find
unforgettably compelling. With photographs from Viesturs's personal collection and from
historical sources, this is the definitive account of the world's ultimate mountain, and of the
lessons that can be gleaned from struggling toward its elusive summit.
An Enduring Passion for Everest and Unforgiving Places
No Shortcuts to the Top
The Power of Passion and Perseverance
Organizing for Power in the New Gilded Age
No Way Down
An Athlete's Guide to Inner Excellence
The Ledge
The bestselling author of No Shortcuts to the Top and K2 chronicles his three attempts to climb the world's tenth-highest
and statistically deadliest peak, Annapurna in the Himalaya, while exploring the dramatic and tragic history of others who
have made -- or attempted - the ascent, and what these exploits teach us about facing life's greatest challenges. As a
high school student in the flatlands of Rockford, Illinois, where the highest objects on the horizon were water towers, Ed
Viesturs read and was captivated by the French climber Maurice Herzog's famous and grisly account of the first ascent of
Annapurna in 1950. When he began his own campaign to climb the world's 14 highest peaks in the late 1980s, Viesturs
looked forward with trepidation to undertaking Annapurna himself. Two failures to summit in 2000 and 2002 made
Annapurna his nemesis. His successful 2005 ascent was the triumphant capstone of his climbing quest. In The Will To
Climb Viesturs brings the extraordinary challenges of Annapurna to vivid life through edge-of-your-seat accounts of the
greatest climbs in the mountain's history, and of his own failed attempts and eventual success. In the process he
ponders what Annapurna reveals about some of our most fundamental moral and spiritual questions--questions, he
believe, that we need to answer to lead our lives well. "Of all fourteen of the world's highest mountains, which I climbed
between 1989 and 2005," writes Viesturs, "the one that came the closest to defeating my best efforts was Annapurna."
Although it was the first 8,000-meter peak to be climbed, Annapurna is not as well known as the world's highest
mountain, Everest, or second highest, K2. But as Viesturs argues, Annapurna, while not technically the most difficult of
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the 8,000ers, is the most daunting because it has no route--no ridge or face on any side of the mountain--that is relatively
free of what climbers call "objective danger"-the threat of avalanches, above all, but also of collapsing seracs (huge ice
blocks), falling rocks, and crevasses. Since its first ascent in 1950, Annapurna has been climbed by more than 130
people, but 53 have died trying. This high fatality rate makes Annapurna the most dangerous of the 8,000-meter peaks.
Viesturs and co-author David Roberts chronicle Ed's three attempts to climb Annapurna, as well as the attempts of
others, from the two French climbers who made the landmark first ascent of Annapurna on June 3, 1950, through the
daring and tragic campaigns of such world-class mountaineers as Reinhold Messner and Anatoli Boukreev. Viesturs's
accounts and analyses of these extraordinary adventures serve as a point of departure for his exploration of themes
vividly illustrated by Annapurna expeditions, including obsession and commitment, fear and fulfillment, failure and
triumph--issues that have been neglected in the otherwise very rich literature of mountaineering, and that can inform the
lives and actions of everyone. From the Hardcover edition.
A veteran mountaineer recalls some of his most harrowing and dangerous climbs as he pursues the goal of reaching the
summit of the world's fourteen 8,000-meter peaks, detailing his dedication to the philosophy that "getting to the top is
optional, getting down is mandatory" while discussing some of his own close calls, rescues, and errors in judgment on
the part of fellow climbers. Reprint. 40,000 first printing.
In the 1800s, the term shunpikers was coined for drivers who avoid toll roads at all cost, going out of their way,
sometimes many miles, to avoid paying a small fee. The ironic nature of shunpiking is that it usually costs the driver
more in time and money than the toll would have. Sometimes, the driver winds up lost and never even arrives at their
desired destination. In Shunpiking: No Shortcuts to God, Reno Omokri says many believers want the blessings of God
without paying the "toll." When God's children accept the price of applying biblical principles to their lives, they avoid the
headaches and heartaches that come with trying to find their own way. Reno Omokri has enjoyed a long career in politics
in Nigeria, where he now handles media relations for the president. In the same vein as CS Lewis, Shunpiking: No
Shortcuts to God is a series of essays and lessons to all believers on applying biblical principles to our lives. At one time
or another, all Christians struggle with veering off the path, leading lives of missed opportunities. Omokri shows you
how to get back on the road God set before you, to attain the blessings He promised.
A New York Times Bestseller A dramatic, inspiring memoir by legendary rock climber Tommy Caldwell, the first person
to free climb the Dawn Wall of Yosemite’s El Capitan “The rarest of adventure reads: it thrills with colorful details of
courage and perseverance but it enriches readers with an absolutely captivating glimpse into how a simple yet
unwavering resolve can turn adversity into reward.” —The Denver Post A finalist for the Boardman Tasker Award for
Mountain Literature On January 14, 2015, Tommy Caldwell, along with his partner, Kevin Jorgeson, summited what is
widely regarded as the hardest climb in history—Yosemite’s nearly vertical 3,000-foot Dawn Wall, after nineteen days on
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the route. Caldwell’s odds-defying feat—the subject of the documentary film The Dawn Wall to be released nationwide in
September—was the culmination of an entire lifetime of pushing himself to his limits as an athlete. This engrossing
memoir chronicles the journey of a boy with a fanatical mountain-guide father who was determined to instill toughness in
his son to a teen whose obsessive nature drove him to the top of the sport-climbing circuit. Caldwell’s affinity for
adventure then led him to the vertigo-inducing and little understood world of big wall free climbing. But his evolution as a
climber was not without challenges; in his early twenties, he was held hostage by militants in a harrowing ordeal in the
mountains of Kyrgyzstan. Soon after, he lost his left index finger in an accident. Later his wife, and main climbing
partner, left him. Caldwell emerged from these hardships with a renewed sense of purpose and determination. He set his
sights on free climbing El Capitan’s biggest, steepest, blankest face—the Dawn Wall. This epic assault took more than
seven years, during which time Caldwell redefined the sport, found love again, and became a father. The Push is an
arresting story of focus, drive, motivation, endurance, and transformation, a book that will appeal to anyone seeking to
overcome fear and doubt, cultivate perseverance, turn failure into growth, and find connection with family and with the
natural world.
The Gift of Jesus
Stories of Hustle, Grit, Scholarship, and Faith
Driven from Within
Life and Death on K2
No Shortcut to Success
The Triumph of Sepu Kangri
Short Cuts
'A part of all those people who helped me along the way can be found in everything I have done and continue to do. I had some great teachers - and I
listened to what they had to say.' - Michael Jordan A global icon in sports, style and business, Michael Jordan is famous for his unrivalled athletic
ability, his fierce determination, and his grace under pressure. In DRIVEN FROM WITHIN, he makes it clear that his phenomenal success is thanks
in large part to the teachers, mentors and friends who have guided him throughout his life. Here is a book about the power of collaboration and
teamwork, the energy that is released when people share their gifts and hard-won knowledge. With almost two million copies of his three previous books
in print, Michael Jordan has proven himself to be as strong a performer in bookstores as he is on the court. Lavishly illustrated and beautifully
designed, this is Michael Jordan's most intimate book to date. Organized around the qualities that Jordan demonstrates in his own life and that he
looks for in others - qualities like authenticity, integrity, passion and commitment - DRIVEN FROM WITHIN is an inspiring record of an
extraordinary life.
"There are no shortcuts--everything is reps, reps, reps." ~Arnold Schwarzenegger
The nine stories and one poem collected in this volume formed the basis for the astonishingly original film “Short Cuts” directed by Robert Altman.
Collected altogether in this volume, these stories form a searing and indelible portrait of American innocence and loss. From the collections Will You
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Please Be Quiet, Please?, Where I’m Calling From, What We Talk About When We Talk About Love, and A New Path to the Waterfall; including an
introduction by Robert Altman. With deadpan humor and enormous tenderness, this is the work of “one of the true contemporary masters” (The New
York Review of Books).
The Gift of Jesus is a thoroughly trustworthy and inspiring devotional focused on the amazing gift of Jesus and what that means in our daily lives. It
was created and written by General Editor Johnny Hunt, former president of the Southern Baptist Convention along with 51 Southern Baptist pastors
and ministry leaders, including Dr. James Merritt, Dr. Ronnie Floyd, Dr. Steve Dighton, Dr. Don Wilton, Dr. Ted Traylor, and Dr. Michael Cloer.
Each daily entry includes Scripture passages, a devotion, and a prayer. Explore such interesting themes as Jesus our Savior; Jesus, our companion for
life; abiding in Christ; Jesus, our Rest; the basis of hope; God is with you; and how the Bible changes lives. This is the seventh book in the My
Daily™series of devotionals with more than 500,000 units sold.
Ventures Among Men and Mountains
How to Be a Bawse
Touching the Void
Dead Lucky
Life After Death on Mount Everest
Mind Gym
There Are No Shortcuts

NATIONAL BESTSELLER • This gripping and triumphant memoir from the author of The Mountain follows a living legend of
extreme mountaineering as he makes his assault on history, one 8,000-meter summit at a time. From the drama of the peaks,
to the struggle of making a living as a professional climber, to the basic how-tos of life at 26,000 feet, No Shortcuts to the Top is
fascinating reading. ̶Aron Ralston, author of Between a Rock and a Hard Place and subject of the film 127 Hours For eighteen
years Ed Viesturs pursued climbing s holy grail: to stand atop the world s fourteen 8,000-meter peaks, without the aid of
bottled oxygen. But No Shortcuts to the Top is as much about the man who would become the first American to achieve that goal
as it is about his stunning quest. As Viesturs recounts the stories of his most harrowing climbs, he reveals a man torn between
the flat, safe world he and his loved ones share and the majestic and deadly places where only he can go. A preternaturally
cautious climber who once turned back 300 feet from the top of Everest but who would not shrink from a peak (Annapurna)
known to claim the life of one climber for every two who reached its summit, Viesturs lives by an unyielding motto, Reaching
the summit is optional. Getting down is mandatory. It is with this philosophy that he vividly describes fatal errors in judgment
made by his fellow climbers as well as a few of his own close calls and gallant rescues. And, for the first time, he details his own
pivotal and heroic role in the 1996 Everest disaster made famous in Jon Krakauer s Into Thin Air. In addition to the raw
excitement of Viesturs s odyssey, No Shortcuts to the Top is leavened with many funny moments revealing the camaraderie
between climbers. It is more than the first full account of one of the staggering accomplishments of our time; it is a portrait of a
brave and devoted family man and his beliefs that shaped this most perilous and magnificent pursuit.
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Year after year, Rafe Esquith s fifth-grade students excel. They read passionately, far above their grade level; tackle algebra; and
stage Shakespeare so professionally that they often wow the great Shakespearen actor himself, Sir Ian McKellen. Yet Esquith
teaches at an L.A. innercity school known as the Jungle, where few of his students speak English at home, and many are from
poor or troubled families. What s his winning recipe? A diet of intensive learning mixed with a lot of kindness and fun. His kids
attend class from 6:30 A.M. until well after 4:00 P.M., right through most of their vacations. They take field trips to Europe and
Yosemite. They play rock and roll. Mediocrity has no place in their classroom. And the results follow them for life, as they go on
to colleges such as Harvard, Princeton, and Stanford. Possessed by a fierce idealism, Esquith works even harder than his
students. As an outspoken maverick of public education (his heroes include Huck Finn and Atticus Finch), he admits to significant
mistakes and heated fights with administrators and colleagues. We all̶teachers, parents, citizens̶have much to learn from his
candor and uncompromising vision.
#1 NATIONAL BESTSELLER • "A harrowing tale of the perils of high-altitude climbing, a story of bad luck and worse judgment
and of heartbreaking heroism." ̶PEOPLE A bank of clouds was assembling on the not-so-distant horizon, but journalistmountaineer Jon Krakauer, standing on the summit of Mt. Everest, saw nothing that "suggested that a murderous storm was
bearing down." He was wrong. The storm, which claimed five lives and left countless more--including Krakauer's--in guilt-ridden
disarray, would also provide the impetus for Into Thin Air, Krakauer's epic account of the May 1996 disaster. By writing Into
Thin Air, Krakauer may have hoped to exorcise some of his own demons and lay to rest some of the painful questions that still
surround the event. He takes great pains to provide a balanced picture of the people and events he witnessed and gives due
credit to the tireless and dedicated Sherpas. He also avoids blasting easy targets such as Sandy Pittman, the wealthy socialite who
brought an espresso maker along on the expedition. Krakauer's highly personal inquiry into the catastrophe provides a great
deal of insight into what went wrong. But for Krakauer himself, further interviews and investigations only lead him to the
conclusion that his perceived failures were directly responsible for a fellow climber's death. Clearly, Krakauer remains haunted
by the disaster, and although he relates a number of incidents in which he acted selflessly and even heroically, he seems unable
to view those instances objectively. In the end, despite his evenhanded and even generous assessment of others' actions, he
reserves a full measure of vitriol for himself. This updated trade paperback edition of Into Thin Air includes an extensive new
postscript that sheds fascinating light on the acrimonious debate that flared between Krakauer and Everest guide Anatoli
Boukreev in the wake of the tragedy. "I have no doubt that Boukreev's intentions were good on summit day," writes Krakauer in
the postscript, dated August 1999. "What disturbs me, though, was Boukreev's refusal to acknowledge the possibility that he
made even a single poor decision. Never did he indicate that perhaps it wasn't the best choice to climb without gas or go down
ahead of his clients." As usual, Krakauer supports his points with dogged research and a good dose of humility. But rather than
continue the heated discourse that has raged since Into Thin Air's denouncement of guide Boukreev, Krakauer's tone is
conciliatory; he points most of his criticism at G. Weston De Walt, who coauthored The Climb, Boukreev's version of events. And
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in a touching conclusion, Krakauer recounts his last conversation with the late Boukreev, in which the two weathered climbers
agreed to disagree about certain points. Krakauer had great hopes to patch things up with Boukreev, but the Russian later died in
an avalanche on another Himalayan peak, Annapurna I. In 1999, Krakauer received an Academy Award in Literature from the
American Academy of Arts and Letters--a prestigious prize intended "to honor writers of exceptional accomplishment." According
to the Academy's citation, "Krakauer combines the tenacity and courage of the finest tradition of investigative journalism with the
stylish subtlety and profound insight of the born writer. His account of an ascent of Mount Everest has led to a general
reevaluation of climbing and of the commercialization of what was once a romantic, solitary sport; while his account of the life
and death of Christopher McCandless, who died of starvation after challenging the Alaskan wilderness, delves even more deeply
and disturbingly into the fascination of nature and the devastating effects of its lure on a young and curious mind."
A Guide to Conquering Life
The Art of the Shortcut in Math and Life
Himalayan Quest
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